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The process of running an e-commerce

business may seem straightforward, but

keeping customers satisfied and growing

the business is quite challenging.

PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, August

16, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- While

some companies may have the

experience of managing an online

store, other companies may still be

unaware of key aspects to improve

customer satisfaction and that’s where

e-commerce metrics come into play.

These e-commerce metrics are used to

measure the performance of e-

commerce websites and determine

whether or not they are effective enough to enable companies to achieve business goals. It's

nearly impossible to run a successful business without carefully following how a business is

doing and comparing performance over time. Ecommerce metrics basically reveal how well any

business is doing. Thus, keeping track of the eCommerce metrics should be the top priority of
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businesses.

Importance of analyzing an E-commerce company's

performance

It is popular for small businesses to ignore eCommerce

metrics because they don't understand how to implement

them. Metrics help solve the guesswork associated with

any organizational objectives, and they provide the

answers to many questions such as:

Do you see an increase in sales? 

Which items are most frequently purchased? 
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What are the opportunities for improving sales? 

How are you performing on KPIs?

A recent survey by McKinsey discloses that those who use E-commerce KPIs repeatedly usually

do better than their competitors with respect to profit, sales, sales growth, or return on

investment (ROI). When trying to advance a business, one must balance their desire to succeed

with maximizing key metrics that ensure that one is moving in the right direction. These key

metrics also provide organizations with guidance for decision-making and strategic planning.

Important Metrics Every E-Commerce Business Should Track

According to Statista, the number of online shoppers globally today is about  2.14 billion. The

right metrics can guide business owners in making their customers' experiences pleasant by

satisfying their needs and requirements. Here are some of the common and important metrics

that can make an e-commerce business successful

(https://www.yourretailcoach.in/industries/online-retail-ecommerce-consultants/ ):

1. Website traffic

Website traffic measures the volume of users who visit a website every day or in simple words, it

measures the website's performance. Various analytical tools, such as Google Analytics, Crazy

Egg, or StatCounter can be used for website audits. Companies just need to insert the tracking

code into the website they want to monitor, and the analytics tool will begin tracking the site's

performance.

2. Customer retention rate

CRR monitors how well and how long businesses keep their customers after they acquire them.

Companies should be concerned when they lose customers as fast as they gain them. Hence,

CRR is an important metric to keep a check on! Also, e-commerce customer service agents

usually have a major role to play when it comes to customer retention as they deal with

customer concerns.

3. Cart abandonment rate

The cart abandonment rate (CAR) is a metric used by companies to monitor how many shoppers

consider purchasing a product but don't actually purchase it due to various factors, such as

hidden charges or complicated payments.

4. Net Promoter Score

NPS measures customer loyalty and satisfaction by asking clients how likely they are to

recommend a business to a friend. It is an easy way for businesses to determine whether they
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are building loyalty and growth with their customers. NPS monitoring is vital as businesses can

alter their tactics to keep existing customers satisfied.

5. Cost per acquisition

Getting customers involves more than just watching them arrive. To obtain these customers,

businesses must also spend efforts and money. It's crucial for businesses to track cost per

acquisition (CPA) when investing in e-commerce because it lets them know whether campaigns

are worth the investment.

6. Average order value

The average order value (AOV) is the amount that customers spend on an e-commerce site when

they buy something. Having an understanding of your customers' shopping behavior allows

businesses to adjust their online sales strategy easily. Companies can optimize their prices and

plan how to market future products as a result of knowing how much customers are willing to

spend.

8. Conversion rate

For a business striving to increase revenue through online sales, converting potential customers

is a priority. Sales conversion rate is a metric that indicates the percentage of people who visit a

company's website or landing page and actually buy something.

9. Customer lifetime value

Customer lifetime value (CLV) is a metric that represents the total amount of money that clients

are willing to spend with companies throughout their relationship. Businesses should utilize this

metric to determine whether they are acquiring new customers or keeping current ones. In

addition to securing customers' loyalty for many years, CLV helps guide businesses on what they

can do to improve their relationship with customers so that they stay, as well as ensure that

budgets for keeping customers are spent appropriately.

10. E-commerce churn rate

A business must be aware when customers end their relationship with it after a certain period of

time; while acquiring and maintaining customers is a critical aspect of the business. Churn rate

(or customer churn as it is more commonly known) measures the number of clients who have

stopped interacting with a company over time. Businesses need to consider this metric since it

helps them know how to retain clients if they start to leave in large numbers.

How can YRC help track an E-commerce company's performance?



A critical e-commerce tip for companies is to identify the metrics that are best suited to their

business needs when they invest in online sales and websites. Businesses should consider

different types of e-commerce metrics when they invest in their online sales and websites so

that irrelevant measurements can be avoided. However, proper awareness & implementation of

these metrics is vital and that’s where a retail consultancy like YRC comes into the picture.

"Your Retail Coach (YRC)" offers specialized e-commerce business consulting services, helping

entrepreneurs launch, develop and expand their e-commerce B2C & D2C business. Our team is

conversant with different KPI’s & workflows that can easily be implemented based on the needs

of business processes. Thus, we can help you implement the best e-commerce SOPs (

https://www.yourretailcoach.in/e-commerce-sops/ ) to help you enhance your revenues, growth,

and customer experience (CX).

Get advise for Retail Business Consulting :  https://www.yourretailcoach.in/contact/
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